Company Profile

**Industry:** Aviation Manufacturing  
**Company Size:** 2,000 Employees  
**Headquarters:** Shanghai, China

“Our previous connection was unstable and slow. It was not able to cope with the fast-paced international business environment. A fast, stable global connection from Aryaka helped us a lot regarding real-time global cooperation, and increased our overall productivity. Aryaka helped us beat our competitors and enabled us to win more customers.”

Bi Xiang Rong,  
TLD Asia Limited

TLD Asia Limited Increases Operation Performance by 33x with Aryaka SmartCONNECT

**The Challenge**

TLD is the leading industrial group in airport ground support equipment, which includes everything from cargo loaders to power units. Customers include major airlines, airports, shipping companies, and military organizations.

With more than 40 sites around the world, TLD places a high value on being responsive and transparent in all interaction with their global stakeholders. However, as the business began to scale, TLD had difficulty keeping its mission-critical applications running at the speed both customers and employees were expecting.

TLD found that its IPsec-VPN was not stable enough to support its operations, nor was the addition of WAN-optimized hardware. The company experienced high rates of packet loss and latency and even lost access to its ERP system at one point. Employees describe troubleshooting and opening tickets as a nightmare and the company received a lot of complaints from end users.

With Aryaka SmartCONNECT, TLD improved their quality of services to their customers and employees in more than 40 sites worldwide.
TLD Asia Limited Increases Operation Performance by 33x with Aryaka SmartCONNECT

The Solution

TLD also has real-time visibility into network performance, which has helped with monitoring traffic and troubleshooting — previous access to in-house data centers was slow and unpredictable. Any changes they want to make or new features they want to add can be accomplished within hours, as opposed to waiting weeks or months for a traditional vendor.

RESULTS

| 33x Faster Application Performance | 96% Data Reduction Across All Applications | File Sharing Data Reduced to 89% |

LEARN MORE | info@aryaka.com | +1.877.727.9252

About Aryaka Networks

Aryaka is transforming how global enterprises connect sites and users worldwide, and use mission-critical applications to support modern business execution demands. Aryaka’s Global SD-WAN combines a purpose-built private network, SD-WAN, optimization and acceleration techniques, connectivity to cloud platforms, and network visibility in a single solution that is delivered as a service.